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Abstrakt 
Detta examensarbete har gjorts åt Wärtsilä Finland Oy under vintern 
2012–2013. Min uppdragsgivare har varit singelcylindertestmotor-
gruppen, som finns placerad i motorlaboratoriet Waskiluoto Validation 
Centre (WVC). 
 
Examensarbetet är till största del en utredning av ett befintligt 
motorkontrollssystem för en singelcylindertestmotor. Därtill beskriver 
det också sätt att implementera ett liknande system på en ny 
kommande testmotor. Förbättringsförslag och planer för det kommande 
kontrollsystemet har blivit gjorda, baserade på undersökningen av det 
befintliga kontrollsystemet. Bakgrunden till denna undersökning var att 
ännu en singelcylindertestmotor (för mindre cylinderdimensioner) 
kommer att anlända till WVC i slutet av år 2013. En del undersökningar 
av det befintliga motorkontrollsystemet var därför nödvändiga innan ett 
liknande system kan tas i bruk. 

 
Undersökningen har koncentrerats till PLC-delen av motorns 
kontrollsystem. Viktiga faktorer som har beaktats i undersökningen och 
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kostnaden, systemets prestanda, servicevänlighet, kommunikation med 
andra externa system, kabelrutter och totala kabellängder. 
Examensarbetet har resulterat i en funktionell plan över det kommande 
automationssystemet, med översiktsbilder av automationsskåpen samt 
en beställningslista med komponenter som behövs till dem. 
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Tiivistelmä  
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toimimaan tulevalla tutkimusmoottorilla. Parannusehdotuksia ja 
suunnitelmia tulevaan ohjausjärjestelmään on tehty tämän tutkimuksen 
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toimiva ratkaisu tuleviin automaatiojärjestelmiin. Sen lisäksi on tehty 
pääkaavioita automaatiokaapeista sekä tilauslistoja niiden 
komponenteista. 
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1 Introduction 

Wärtsilä Oyj Abp is a global engine manufacture company, with the headquarters 

located in Helsinki. Wärtsilä develops and produces large combustion engines for the 

marine market and for power plants, and the main product within their product 

portfolio is 4-stroke medium sized engines. Wärtsilä offers complete power solutions 

or just parts of engine concepts. Furthermore, Wärtsilä offers services to engine 

concepts and peripheral equipment according to the costumers needs. [3]  

Wärtsilä was founded in 1834, when a lumber mill was established in Karelia. Almost 

100 years after that in 1938, the engine manufacturing began when Wärtsilä signed a 

licence agreement with Friedrich Krupp Germania Werft AG in Germany. In 1942 

Wärtsilä manufactured their first diesel engine, but not until 1960 did they design 

their own diesel engine, i.e. the type 14. In 1988 a modern engine laboratory was 

established in Vaasa, which has later been followed by other engine laboratories 

around the world. As of today Wärtsilä has approximately 18 000 employees located 

in nearly 170 different locations and 70 different countries. The different business 

areas that Wärtsilä upholds can be seen in Figure 1, where the biggest business area 

is Services followed by Power Plants and Ship Power, and as of today the CEO of 

Wärtsilä is Mr Björn Rosengren. [3] [26] [27] 

 

Figure 1. Chart of Wärtsilä Corporation [24] 
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The three main business areas within Wärtsilä are supported by several support 

functions, of which PowerTech can be mentioned. PowerTech works on 

improvements of the quality and the technology for Wärtsilä engines, parts and 

concepts. Within PowerTech there are several subdivisions. One of those is called 

Research & Development and manages the research and the development of new 

products, technologies and concepts, with a strong focus on innovative solutions 

for 4-stroke engines. To test and validate the different engine concepts, R&D has a 

department called Performance, Testing and Validation (PTV). To manage the testing 

and validating, PTV upholds engine laboratories across Europe, with operations in 

Spain, Italy and Finland. In the laboratories there are several test engines and test rigs 

which are run and tested by different engine test teams, of which one test team is the 

Single Cylinder Engine, for which this thesis work has been done. [28] 

 

1.1 General 

The thesis work was done during autumn 2012 and finalized at the beginning of 

2013. The SCE (Single Cylinder Engine) group is located in the engine laboratory 

Waskiluoto Validation Centre located in Vaasa. At the time of writing the SCE has one 

engine that they are responsible for, but the planning for another SCE has already 

started. The single cylinder engine is actually one of the test engines that isn’t 

manufactured to the end customer. Its purpose is instead to develop the combustion 

system and strengthen the knowledge of engine behaviour in Wärtsilä Corporation.  
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1.2 Background for the degree thesis 

Because the working procedure with the SCE had proven to be effective (the 

strengths of a SCE will be explained in chapter 2), Wärtsilä decided to install another 

SCE in Waskiluoto Validation Centre. This new SCE was planned to arrive during the 

summer 2013 and would be used to develop the engine portfolio for engines with a 

bore of 200 mm and possible other bores in the same area in the future.  Since the 

SCE Mono (an already existing SCE used to develop engines with a bore of 260 mm to 

400 mm) was the first single cylinder engine installed in Wärtsilä Corporation, it had 

been noted that improvements could be done in the engine´s control system. Some 

solutions in the control system could have been designed and implemented better 

than they actually were. To get a better picture of what to change and how to do it an 

investigation or an evaluation of the control system on SCE Mono had to be done. 

There was also a suggestion of using a new kind of PLC, but no one really knew if it 

would be appropriate for the new system. Therefore different PLC system 

alternatives had to be investigated. Plans of how to install a similar control system on 

small SCE were also needed. 

 

1.3 Goals 

The main goal of the thesis was to develop a new automation control system for the 

new small SCE. This plan had to be based on the control system of the existing SCE 

Mono, with improvements and solutions for the problems found. To achieve a 

functional plan, different possibilities should be evaluated.  

The task also involved defining the number of PLC controllers and the location of 

them in the new engine control system. When defining the PLCs a few factors needed 

to be kept in mind, such as the stability of the system, the total costs and the 

component costs, the overall control system performance, the serviceability, the 

interface to other external systems, the cable routing and the total cable lengths. To 

decide which PLC system to use, a comparison between the three different PLC 

systems currently used by Wärtsilä needed to be done. The comparison should focus 
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on system properties like usability, performance, costs and the impact on the final 

control system architecture.  

As result of the thesis work a layout drawing of the PLC cabinet or cabinets should be 

made. Some kind of drawing or plan of how the cable routes should be done 

effectively was needed as well. To achieve a functional layout of the cabinet(s), a 

certain attention to cable routing and component position need to be considered, 

since the I/O amount in the new system will be large and troubleshooting and 

expansion possibilities need to be service friendly and easy.  Another important 

aspect to keep in mind was the future expansion of the control system, as the 

application is a research engine that often evolves with the research projects 

performed on it. 

 

2 General information about the Single Cylinder Engine 

The single cylinder concept was introduced in Wärtsilä to get a better knowledge of 

engine behaviours. The main focus with the SCE is to develop and research the 

combustion system in Wärtsilä engines. As the name tells, the single cylinder engine 

has only one cylinder, which means that parameters, such as cylinder bore, stroke 

length and fuel type, can easily be configured. The SCE was designed and built to have 

a better flexibility and it more easily enables changes needed for different tests than a 

MCE (Multi Cylinder Engine) does. Since the rebuilding time between different engine 

setups can be reduced, more tests per year can be performed. With the SCE different 

fuels can be used, such as CR (Common Rail), DF (Dual Fuel), SG (Spark ignited Gas), 

conventional diesel and new concepts. Another advantage with a SCE is the enlarged 

space around the engine, which means that there is more space for instrumentation 

and other special measurement, where e.g. laser measurements in the combustion 

chamber have been performed on the SCE. The SCE also allows a more sufficient way 

of working, when calculations and simulations can be done first and thereafter 

implemented into the SCE. If successful results are upheld with the SCE, the models 

can then be implemented to a MCE. [9] [22] 
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The design of the SCE can be seen in Figure 2, where the engine parts and a mass 

balancing system are shown.  Since SCE has only one cylinder, dealing with vibrations 

is of major importance, and it is not possible to run the engine without special 

arrangements. To reduce the vibrations the engine is constructed with the mentioned 

mass balancing system, whose mission is to eliminate the first and second order mass 

forces. Also a heavy flywheel helps to reduce the vibrations. The mass balancing 

system is connected to the crankshaft of the engine and uses its own separated 

lubricating oil system. Furthermore the engine power system consists of a crankshaft, 

followed by a connecting rod and a piston. There is also a spacer that can be changed 

according to the stroke wanted. Inside the spacer a cylinder liner is mounted, and 

when changing cylinder bores both the liner and the piston need to be changed. E.g. in 

the SCE Mono the cylinder bore can be changed between 260 mm and 400 mm. On 

top of these parts the cylinder head with valves is mounted (not shown in the figure). 

[9] [14] 

  

  

Figure 2.  Principal picture of the SCE [9] 
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2.1 Charge air system 

The SCE is built to be a very flexible research engine. Therefore the charge air system 

has parameters, such as pressure, humidity and temperature, which can easily be 

controlled. This setup gives Wärtsilä the opportunity to learn how different 

parameters and setups affect the engine performance. The charge air system is built-

up with compressors, valves, tanks (to obtain a stable pressure), air dryers, heaters, 

coolers and gauges. An overview of the charge air system can be seen in Figure 3, 

where charge air is fed to the two pipes to the left of the picture and fed to the engine, 

as seen to the right of the picture. [10] [22] 

 

Figure 3. Picture of the charge air system [10] 

 

 

2.2 Fuel system 

At the time of writing the SCE can run on LFO, HFO and LNG fuels. These fuels may be 

changed for other possible energy solutions in the future. In the engine´s fuel system, 

flows and the weight of the fuels are carefully monitored, which enables the fuel 

consumption to be calculated. The fuel consumption is later used for engine 

optimizations, efficiency calculations and comparisons of the engine efficiency 

between different engine setups. To be able to use the efficiency calculations and 

compare them against other Wärtsilä engines, the losses due to friction in the 

balancing system are also taken into account. 
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To the SCE a fuel booster unit is connected, which is used for LFO and HFO fuels. The 

fuel booster controls the flow and measures the consumption of the fuels, and it also 

heats the HFO to stay viscous. Since there are two different fuel oils connected to the 

booster unit, there are separate fuel scales, pipes and heaters for LFO and HFO. From 

the fuel scales the fuel consumption is measured, which is used when counting the 

engine efficiency. There is also a safety system connected to the engine, which cuts 

the fuel flow if an emergency situation is detected.   

The third choice of fuel is LNG, which is fed to the engine by a gas ramp. The gas ramp 

controls the pressure of the gas fed to the engine, and it also measures the gas flow, 

the temperature and the pressure. If gas mode is selected, the gas is fed directly to the 

air manifold before the inlet valves (while HFO and LFO injection is done directly into 

the cylinder). The gas is injected into the air manifold, with a 0.5 to 1.5 bars higher 

pressure than the pressure of the charge air and the gas is thereafter ignited by 

injecting pilot fuel (diesel) to the gas air mixture. The pilot injection is done directly 

into the cylinder and an example of the gas injection can be seen in Figure 4. [15] [22] 

  

Figure 4. Picture of gas injection and the pilot fuel injection [21] 

 

 

2.3 Exhaust system 

The exhaust system is a bit more complex on the SCE than on a regular Wärtsilä 

engine, due to the lack of a turbocharger. The backpressure, normally obtained by a 

turbocharger, is simulated by a buffer tank and two parallel valves of different sizes, 

which allows a better control accuracy. The backpressure can either be controlled to 

simulate a certain kind of turbocharger(s) or controlled to maintain a specific set 

point value. If simulating a certain kind of turbocharger the simulation is done with a 
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lot of different parameters in mind, such as air consumption, exhaust temperature, 

fuel consumption, air receiver temperature and exhaust cooling water flow and 

temperature. This simulation is done with a Simulink model in the engine bed 

automation computer Morphee 2. There is also an EGR (exhaust gas recirculation) 

system available, which enables some of the exhaust gases to be mixed back to the 

charge air. This contributes to lower emissions and cleaner exhaust gas. After the 

backpressure system follows the emission measurement system, where e.g. NOx, CO2, 

CO, O2 and THC are measured. A picture of this exhaust system can be seen in Figure 

5, with the main parts of the system shown.  [11] [22] 

 

Figure 5. Picture of the exhaust system [11] 

 

 

2.4 Oil conditioning unit  

An oil conditioning unit is also connected to the engine. This oil condition unit is used 

for the lubrication of the moving parts on the engine. The system can be divided into 

two parts, where one is used to lubricate the mass balancing system and another is 

used to lubricate the engine parts. The oil conditioning unit keeps the oil at a 

predefined temperature and circulates the oil through the different parts. To maintain 

an efficient pressure the oil pumps are controlled by frequency converters, which 

keep the pressure between 2 and 5 bars. As a backup, the oil conditioning unit also 

has a pneumatic backup pump, which will start if power losses or pump failures 

occur.  [22]   
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2.5 Cooling system 

The cooling system is mainly based on seawater cooling, which cools down 

freshwater through heat exchangers. The freshwater then circulates in the different 

engine parts that need to be cooled down, e.g. the charge air system, the lubrication 

oil system, the exhaust gas system, the engine block, the EGR system etc. The engine´s 

cooling system is a bit different from the other cooling systems, since it is also used to 

preheat the engine to 90 °C before start up. This system is called HT (high 

temperature) water system and can be seen in Figure 6. [22] 

 

Figure 6. Picture of the cooling system  
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3 Automation systems on SCE Mono 

Since all the auxiliary systems on the SCE are quite special and the SCE is used for 

testing and research, the automation system on SCE differs a lot from the ones used 

by Wärtsilä production engines. Compared to a production engine that is delivered to 

the end customer, there are a lot more different systems combined to one control 

system on the SCE. On a production engine there is mainly Wärtsilä´s Unic system, 

which controls the engine, and a PLC system controlling all the peripherals. On the 

SCE there are instead two PLC systems (one for control and one for measurement), a 

computer or a test cell automation system (Morphee 2), a fast measuring system 

(Osiris), Wärtsilä´s Unic system (fuel injection control system) and a DSPACE system 

(a MicroAutoBox for control of the intake and exhaust valves). These systems, which 

are combined to one engine control system, are illustrated in Figure 7. [16] 

 

Figure 7. The control system of SCE Mono. [13]  
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In the engine control system a lot of the control has been chosen to be performed by 

the PLC system, to which most of the sensors and actuators are connected. Looking at 

Figure 7 it can also be noted that the engine is connected to a motor, which works as a 

motor at engine start-up and a generator when combustion has started. In addition to 

the PLC system, some of the control is also performed by the Morphee 2 computer, 

which is a unique real time system for automation, simulation and calibration. The 

Morphee 2 computer also works as an HMI to the PLC system, with a touch panel 

connected to the PLC system, working as a backup HMI. [16] 

The dSPACE MicroAutoBox and the Wärtsilä Unic system also belong to the engine 

control system. The task of the MicroAutoBox is to control the exhaust and the intake 

valves, where the main control of the MicroAutoBox is performed by the Morphee 2 

computer. The fuel injection control, on the other hand, is performed by Wärtsilä´s 

Unic system, where the main control of the Unic system is performed by the Morphee 

2 computer. In addition to this system there is also an Osiris system. The Osiris 

system is used for fast measurements and measures signals that are faster than 10 Hz. 

[1] [16] 

 

3.1 The PLC system & Morphee 2  

While other PLC systems on Wärtsilä engines mainly control the peripheral systems 

around the engine, on the SCE it also controls a lot of other things, such as the 

pressure, temperature and moisture of the charge air, the backpressure in the 

exhaust system, the EGR system, etc. The PLC system that has been used is from 

Schneider Electric´s Modicon Premium series and the SCE Mono has two different 

PLC units; one control PLC and one measurement PLC. These PLCs communicate over 

Modbus TCP/IP with other units and the sample rates used are 1 Hz, and in some 

cases a faster sample rate of 10 Hz is also used. These sample rates divide the Modbus 

addresses used into two different areas. In these address areas all signals can be 

located in the 1 Hz address area, where signals are asked with a 1 Hz interval. In the 

10 Hz address area some signals are also located, and these signals are asked with a 

10 Hz interval. 
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There are two different PLC units in the control system. The Main PLC, which is also 

called the control PLC, is named BAP041 (Bed Automation PLC, test cell 4, PLC 

cabinet 1). Due to the large amount of I/Os a remote unit called BAP042 is also 

connected to BAP041. This remote unit uses the CPU of BAP041 and has actually a 

larger amount of signals connected to it than the main PLC has. The measurement 

PLC is called BAP044 (BAP043 is reserved for expansion possibilities) and has its 

own CPU. BAP044 is mainly used for different measurements, while the control is 

performed by BAP041. These PLCs are connected to a control network, where also 

the Morphee 2 computer, Osiris and most of the auxiliary equipment are connected. 

In addition to this, the main PLC (BAP041) is also connected to another backup 

network with its other network card. The location of these different units in the 

engine control system can be seen in Figure 8.  [2] [25] 

 

 

Figure 8. The PLC system in the engine control system.  

 

The PLC system also cooperates with the Morphee 2 computer over Modbus TCP/IP. 

This test bed automation system is manufactured by D2T PowerTrain and is a 

computer built for testing purposes. By the manufacturer the Morphee 2 computer is 

described as:  

“A unique system for test bed automation, engine calibration tests implementation & 
model integration into the test bed (simulation). A real time system working with the 
real time kernel RTX which warranties a full compatibility with future OS and 
Hardware” [6] 
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In the Morphee 2 computer, Simulink models and PIDs can be implemented to control 

the connected devices. To do this Morphee 2 has several different connection 

possibilities, e.g. Rs-485, Ethernet and a few I/O pins, and it can communicate with 

protocols such as CAN, Modbus and Profibus. An example of the platform Morphee 2 

uses can be seen in Figure 9. The Simulink models implemented into the Morphee 2 

platform can be simulated while the engine is running, which allows Wärtsilä to 

improve their control strategies and develop the engine control system. Morphee 2 

also enables offline verifications, can simulate missing items (or extra items such as 

the mass balancing system) and enable complex calculation functions to be used. [6] 

[7] 

 

  

Figure 9. The Morphee 2 platform. [6] 

 

A touch panel from Beijer Electronics is also connected to the PLC system. This touch 

panel is connected to BAP041 through the measurement network and uses Modbus 

TCP/IP. The touch panel is planned to be used as a backup unit if the control network 

gets any fault, which would disable the communication between Morphee 2 and the 

control PLC (BAP041). The touch panel therefore enables the operator to give 

commands to the PLC, e.g. to turn off the engine. The touch panel also monitors and 

displays the values on the engine, such as speed, load and the I/O signals and displays 

the signals on the screen. [25] 
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3.2 Engine control system 

The fuel injection control in the SCE Mono is performed by Wärtsilä´s Unic system. 

Except for the fuel injection control, the Unic system also monitors the position of the 

engine, the knock sensors, the cylinder pressure and the common rail pressure. 

Although the UNIC system performs the injection, the actual control is done with a 

real time Simulink model located in the Morphee 2 computer. This Simulink model 

communicates through Morphee 2 with an LDU-20 (local display unit 20) over 

TCP/IP. The LDU-20 unit works as a gateway between Ethernet communication and 

CAN communication, and communicates with a CCM-20 (cylinder control module 20). 

All necessary actuators and sensors for injection control are connected to the CCM-

20. Speed and phase sensors are also connected to the CCM-20 to know when fuel is 

to be injected.  

A MicroAutoBox from dSPACE is also connected to the engine control system. This 

MicroAutoBox is used to control an EHVA unit, if the engine is setup for electro 

hydraulic valve control instead of valve control with an ordinary camshaft. DSPACE 

manufactures and develops different control systems for testing purposes, and 

describes their MicroAutoBox as a robust and compact stand-alone prototyping unit 

[8]. This means that outputs and inputs can be configured as preferred, and using a 

MicroAutoBox enables real time Simulink models to control the outputs. The Simulink 

models are created and programmed to the MicroAutoBox by the Morphee 2 

computer. By using a MicroAutoBox controlling an EHVA unit almost any valve lifting 

curve can be imitated. To the dSPACE system, the same speed and phase sensors as 

the Unic system uses are also connected. These sensors are used in the system to 

know when the lifting of the valves should be performed. [1] 
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3.3 Fast measurement system 

Since the main purpose of the single cylinder engine is to research the combustion 

cycle, a fast data acquisition system has been installed on the engine. Compared to the 

other acquisition systems (Morphee 2 and the PLCs), this system enables 

measurements being taken with a frequency up to 1 MHz and measurements can 

therefore be taken on engine cycle basis instead of time basis. The system that has 

been chosen is an Osiris Combustion Analysis System delivered by D2T PowerTrain 

Engineering, which also delivered the Morphee 2 computer.  

The main purpose of the Osiris measurement system is to do a thermo dynamical 

analysis of the combustion process based on the measured cylinder pressure. This 

involves calculating the start of the combustion, the heat releases, the burn rates etc. 

Except for the thermo dynamical analysis, Osiris can also measure other signals 

acquiring higher sampling rates, such as needle lifts and different pressures, but also 

critical measurements depending on the engine configuration. Osiris is especially 

suitable for measurements related to the cyclical combustion process. For angle and 

revolution measurement a special sensor from AVL is used, which measures the angle 

on the free wheel end of the crankshaft. Osiris displays critical parameters (e.g. max 

cylinder pressure or knock) in real time, while other measurements can be calculated 

and formatted before displayed and stored. The measurements are thereafter saved 

to a hard drive so that values can be used after a test section has been done. [4] [5] 

 

3.4 The networks of the engine control system 

The systems described in the previous chapters mainly communicate with each other 

through two different Ethernet networks, where the communication protocol mainly 

used is Modbus. These networks are divided into one control network 

(192.168.1.xxx) and one measurement or backup network (192.168.2.xxx). An 

illustration of the networks can be seen in Figure 10. Except for the systems described 

above a few other systems are also connected to these networks. These systems are a 

PLC programming computer, a MOXA converter and a Mexa system (used for 

emission measurements), located in the control network. In the measurement 

network these other systems are fuel scales for the fuel consumption and a Smart 
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NOx sensor for emission measurements. To illustrate the communication between the 

devices another illustration was made for each network. These illustrations can be 

seen in appendices 1  and 2. [25] 

 

 

Figure 10. The networks of the SCE Mono control system 

 

 

3.5 Safety system 

To prevent engine damages and emergency situations, the SCE Mono has a safety 

system installed. This system uses safety relays, sensors, emergency stop buttons and 

safety switches to trigger certain circuits if an emergency is detected. If an emergency 

situation is detected by this system, the engine is shut down by the main PLC 

(BAP041). Also the fuel, the air and the driver voltage to the engine are shut off by the 

safety system. If the cause that trigged the system hasn’t been solved within 30 s, the 

high voltage main breaker also opens. In addition to this emergency safety system 

there are safety controls in the other automation systems, which may shut down the 

engine if necessary. [2] [12] 
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3.6 Engine control modes 

The engine has five different running modes controlled by the PLC, which are 

emergency stop mode, Rig off mode, Standby mode, Run mode and Combustion mode. 

Depending on in which mode the engine is, different control loops and PIDs are 

activated. To change running mode a request of the corresponding mode has to be 

done. These different running modes are illustrated in Figure 11. [16] 

When the system is powered up it automatically goes into rig off mode, where all the 

auxiliary equipment is turned off and only standby mode can be requested. When 

standby mode is initiated the preheating of the engine is turned on (HT-water, 

Lubrication oil systems, etc.). From standby mode either rig off mode or run mode 

can be requested. In run mode the generator works as an electrical motor and ramps 

up the engine to the requested speed. Run mode also starts some other auxiliary 

equipment, such as the generator fans, the charge air system, the exhaust system and 

the fuel boosters. From the run mode, combustion mode or standby mode can be 

requested. In combustion mode the Unic system starts and fuel injection is thereby 

activated. This means that combustion starts in the engine and because the frequency 

converter driving the electrical motor controls the speed, the motor is put back to 

work as a generator. Combustion mode also activates the dryer and the steam control 

in the charge air system, exhaust pipe temperature control and EGR control. In 

addition to these running modes there is also an emergency stop mode, which can be 

activated from any other mode. This emergency stop mode turns off all auxiliary 

equipment, but also closes an emergency shut off valve on the engine inlet to quickly 

shut down the engine. The emergency stop mode is either trigged by the safety 

system (mentioned in chapter 3.5) or by any of the inbuilt safety controls in the other 

systems. [16] 
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Figure 11. The different running modes on the engine. [16] 

 

In the different run modes the auxiliary systems and the engine are controlled by 

PIDs and control loops embedded in the PLC.  The PIDs in the PLC are built up by 

function blocks (can be seen in Figure 12) called SCE_PI, since they only use the 

proportional and the integral part of a PID controller. The derivate part is left out 

from the PLC system, but can be used if an external system is connected to the 

function block instead. External systems (i.e. Morphee 2) can be connected to the 

function block, by the use of a tracking function. This means that a tracking value is 

set to the block, which directly controls the actuator. If this tracking function is 

preferred, manual mode has to be chosen in the control word of the function block 

and the input WDog_OK has to be 0. If the demands are not fulfilled, the function 

block runs in automatic control mode, where the PLC controls the actuator. The 

WDog_OK signal used is a value that keeps track of the watch dog timer between the 

external system and the PLC, to ensure that the communication between them works 

properly. A status word is also used in the function block to describe the operation 

mode (Auto, Manual, and Error) of the controller. [16] 
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Figure 12. The control block used for PI controllers. [16] 

 

As mentioned earlier there is also a Morphee 2 computer, with its own control 

interface that can be built as preferred. This control interface can handle several 

things, such as monitor signals. It can run predefined test sequences, run PIDs to 

control valves, requested run modes etc. To the Morphee 2 a Simulink model can also 

be connected, which e.g. communicates with the Unic system. The Simulink model 

handles the different injections, the knock control, calculate the friction model (also 

single cylinder to multi cylinder model), BMEP calculations (compensation 

calculations referred to production engines), turbo charger models, etc. In addition to 

this the Simulink model also controls the MicroAutoBox. Other simulations and 

controls may also be implemented in the Simulink model and in Morphee 2, since 

Morphee 2 is connected to the biggest part of the automation system. [6] [7] [13] 
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4 Automation system on small Single Cylinder Engine 

The automation system on the new single cylinder engine (small SCE) was decided to 

be quite similar to the engine control system of SCE Mono, since that system fulfilled 

the requirements that the small SCE demanded.  Basing the new engine control 

system on the one of SCE Mono would reduce the workload, since knowledge of that 

system already existed and old drawings, programs and models could be reused to 

fulfil the demands on the new engine. However, it had been noticed that a few things 

could be improved from the SCE Mono control system and a new cheaper PLC system 

was proposed to be used. 

Therefore several options needed to be evaluated before implementing a similar 

control system on the new engine. These options will be described and balanced 

against each other in the following chapters. Another thing that also had to be kept in 

mind was the charge air system. The charge air system on the small SCE was planned 

for extension possibilities, since there was a plan that even another SCE will be 

installed in WVC in the future. This can result in the fact that the charge air system 

will become common for both the new engines. Thus this aspect also had to be 

considered in the planning of the new engine control system on the small SCE. 

 

4.1 Pros and cons  

After evaluating and documenting the existing control system of the SCE Mono, a few 

problems were found. These have to be considered before implementing a similar 

engine control system on the small SCE. The main problem in the SCE Mono test cell is 

messy or disordered cable entrances in the control cabinets. Cable lengths are 

generally also very long in the test cell, which has led to high costs since the main 

cable used is of a special heat and oil resistant type. The use of two different PLCs or 

CPUs has also been problematic and has contributed to more programming and more 

traffic on the Modbus network.  

Another disadvantage in the control system of SCE Mono is the arrangement of 

Modbus addresses. It has been pointed out that the driver in the Morphee 2 computer 

prevents two Modbus addresses placed after each other to be read on the same 
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request made. However, the Modbus addresses of the status word and the control 

word for an actuator are located after each other, and these values are therefore read 

by two requests instead of one. Other small problems in the SCE Mono test cell have 

also been found, such as cable routes blocking cabinet doors, too small connection 

cabinets, unenclosed PCBs and overheating problems in the cabinet were Morphee, 

Osiris and the network equipment are placed. 

 

4.2 The new test cell 

The new part of the building in WVC, where the small SCE is going to be placed, was 

under construction when planning the new engine control system. This new part of 

the laboratory includes a workshop and a test cell for the small SCE but also a test cell 

for a possible future SCE. The building will be three floors high, with the test cells at 

the bottom floor. Most of the auxiliary systems will be located inside the test cell, and 

the draft of the test cell can be seen in Figure 13. The parts of the auxiliary system 

located outside the test cell will be frequency converters, transformers, high voltage 

switchgears, an exhaust buffer tank (to simulate the backpressure of a turbo charger), 

compressors and most of the charge air system. These parts will be located in a 

separated switchgear room and in two different auxiliary rooms (one for the charge 

air and one for the exhaust system). In the auxiliary system some parts will also be 

common for all the test cells, which had to be taken into consideration when planning 

the PLC system. [23] 
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Figure 13. Layout of the test cell to the small SCE. [23] 
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4.3 Networks and PLC requirements 

To be able to decide which PLC family to use in the new engine control system, the 

amount of PLCs or PLC CPUs and the amount of Modbus networks were first decided 

on. These decisions were based on the SCE Mono control system, where two different 

PLCs (measurement and control) with one remote PLC unit and two different Modbus 

networks (one for control and one for backup) were used.  

From experiences with SCE Mono it had been pointed out that using two different 

PLCs will result in more programming and more traffic on the Modbus network. The 

advantages of this concept were that the measurement and the control signals were 

divided from each other and the use of two different PLC CPUs may also be better in 

safety perspectives. E.g. the engine could still run if the measurement PLC crashes. 

However, running the SCE without the measurement PLC is of no use, since the SCE is 

a research engine and is run to get measurements. It was therefore decided to use one 

PLC CPU instead of two in the engine control system of the small SCE, as long as one 

CPU could handle the entire I/O amount located in the engine test cell.  

To get better connectivity and to connect all the signals scattered around the test cell, 

a remote (BAP042) unit had been connected to the SCE Monos control PLC (BAP041). 

This remote unit uses a special communication cable, provided by the PLC 

manufacturer, to communicate with the main unit or the CPU of the PLC. This means 

that the I/O boards in the remote unit can be controlled in the same way as if they 

had been located in the same back panel as the CPU. Since the remote unit has 

worked fine in the control system of SCE Mono, remote units will also be used in the 

new installation, if the I/O amount requires it.   

The Modbus networks had been divided into two different networks in the SCE Mono 

control system. This had been done for safety aspects. If one network stops working, 

the control PLC can still be controlled and monitored, either by the touch panel or by 

the Morphee 2 computer, since these units are located on different networks. The 

question was if the same concept, with two networks, should be used in the control 

system of the small SCE or if one Modbus network would be enough. The topic was 

therefore examined. The advantages of using one network instead of two would be 

few (mostly cost prospective), and using one network would exclude the safety 
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advantages of two networks.  Even if one network could easily handle the data traffic, 

it was decided to also use two networks in the new control system. 

 

4.4 The PLC system 

Wärtsilä aims to get cost-effective and robust control PLCs for their engines and 

control systems, and also consumes a large amount of PLCs per year. The market is 

therefore examined for cost-effective solutions, which will fulfil certain pre-defined 

requirements. Wärtsilä has got the most competitive offer from Schneider Electrics 

with their Modicon PLCs and that is why Modicon is the PLC brand used at the 

moment. The PLC families used are Quantum, Premium and M340, where Quantum 

and Premium have been used for a longer time and M340 is a newer PLC family. 

M340 is mostly used by the division Power Plant. It is also the cheapest one among 

these three candidates. Modicon describes these families as Quantum and Premium 

belonging to the high end controller group, while M340 belongs to the mid range 

controllers. The exact description that the Modicon uses is: 

“Modicon® Quantum™ PLC 

The Modicon Quantum PLC is the powerhouse of the Modicon family. It’s scalable, modular architecture is 
configurable to meet the needs of even the most critical solutions, from a single rack system to a 
plantwide architecture. It is ideally suited to industries that require continuous operation, rapid 
responsiveness and high availability through redundant backup, and achieves optimum cycle times, while 
integrating increased communication connectivity, diagnostics, memory flexibility and data storage 

Modicon® Premium™ PLC 

Delivering more flexibility and openness, the Modicon Premium PLC offers a highly versatile, cost-effective 
control solution. It enables you to standardize on a single platform for multiple discrete manufacturing 
and process control applications while at the same time, allowing you to take advantage of a flexible 
architecture that integrates multiple CPU levels, plug-and-play rack support and open communication 
standards. It also features multi-axis interpolated motion control, weigh scale monitoring, integrated 
Preventa™safety relays and reflex functionality for fast, independent processing of critical I/O. 

Modicon® M340™ PAC 

Extremely powerful, rugged and compact, the Modicon M340 Programmable Automation Controller 
(PAC) provides cutting-edge features and high-end performance in a mid-range processor. Using 
commercial integrated circuit technology, the M340 utilizes modern data networking to interact with 
distributed I/O, drives, other PLC devices, and enterprise-type entities. It also uses the same Unity™ 
application development software as the Quantum, Premium and Atrium equipment, making it easy to 
quickly select, program and implement the controller to optimally manage simple to complex 
applications. [17] 
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4.4.1 Comparison of the PLC families 

For the small SCE it was decided to select a PLC system among the three PLC families 

that Wärtsilä was using, based on a number of prerequisites. One proposal was to use 

M340, since that was the cheapest one, but no one really knew if it would be 

appropriate and meet the requirements that the small SCE demanded. Premium could 

also be considered as a choice, as the control system on SCE Mono was based on 

Premium. Considering the costs, Quantum was more favourable than Premium and 

has been used more widely in the engine laboratory. Despite the price benefit, there 

was no guarantee that Quantum would be cheaper, since the same parts aren’t used 

in both of the PLC systems. The questions, possibilities and differences needed to be 

investigated and a comparison was made to be able to decide which PLC family to use.  

The comparison was based on the CPU with the best features in the different families, 

with and without expansion modules. The biggest differences noted can be seen in 

appendix 3. After the comparison had been made, no PLC family could yet be 

excluded, due to the fact that they all showed good results and the I/O amount in the 

new control system wasn’t yet known. Therefore, the I/O amount in the PLC system 

needed to be estimated and since the PI schematic wasn’t yet finalized, calculations 

were made based on the SCE Mono´s control system, experiences and best available 

information at the point of the decision. The I/O amount was mainly calculated by 

means of the drawings and schematics on SCE Mono, where signals known not to be 

used in the new system were removed. With all three PLC cabinets in mind, the total 

I/O amount counted can be seen in Figure 14. Since it was decided to only use one 

PLC in this new control system, the PLC to be chosen needed to be able to handle the 

entire I/O amount estimated.  

 

Figure 14. The I/O amount in the PLC system of SCE Mono. 
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4.4.2 Result of the comparison 

The comparison showed that all the PLC families could be used, but if M340 is used, 

expansion possibilities will be very limited. Due to the fact that the total analogue I/O 

capacity on M340 is 256 channels, and the estimated amount of analogue I/Os in the 

new test cell almost exceeds this number, 230 analogue I/Os were estimated to be 

used. Another big disadvantage with M340 was the distance allowed for connecting 

remote units, which was only 30 m. This would e.g. not allow a main PLC unit to be 

used in the compressor room with a remote unit placed near the engine, as within the 

control system of SCE Mono. Therefore M340 wasn’t an option anymore and the 

choice was left between Premium and Quantum.  

Both Premium and Quantum could be used and the prices of these two families were 

therefore compared. The CPUs chosen when comparing the prices were 

TSXP576634M from the Premium series and 140CPU67160 from the Quantum series. 

Backplanes, communication cards, cables, connection modules, power modules and 

I/O cards were included in this comparison. In the end it could be noted that using 

Premium PLC would be 7366 € more expensive than using Quantum. Even if pricing 

was in favour of the Quantum system, the Premium system offered quite many 

advantages for practical reasons. The Premium system would have better 

serviceability since spare parts already existed, and programming advantages as the 

program from SCE Mono could be reused and thereby the workload would be 

decreased. Other synergies could also be noted and the choice was therefore Modicon 

Premium. 

 

4.4.3 Modules of the PLC 

The PLC family Modicon Premium is built with a back panel and different kinds of 

modules and an example of this type of construction can be seen in Figure 15. 

Choosing the different kinds of modules and also the sizes of the back panel, was 

quite straight forward, since they had to be the same kind of parts as in the SCE Mono 

PLC system, otherwise the synergetic effects would be lost.  

Using exactly the same PLC part setup as in the SCE Mono PLC system had one 

disadvantage, which was the power supplies of the back panels. These power supplies 
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run on 230 VAC, but the UPS power system in the test cell is built to run on 110 VDC. 

This has resulted in having an inverter to convert the 110 VDC to 230 VAC for the PLC 

system. To investigate if there really wasn’t any other kind of power supply that could 

be used, a calculation was made according to the manufacturer´s example. This 

calculation can be seen in appendix 4 and shows that the choice of power supply had 

been right in the SCE Mono installation when the TSX PSY 8500 was used. This means 

that an inverter needs to be used in the new test cell as well, since the UPS system in 

the new test cell will also run on 110 VDC (an alternative inverter could also be one 

converting from 110 VDC to 110 VAC). 

 

 

Figure 15. The main back panel with a power unit, the CPU, a network card and 7 I/O modules. 
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4.5 The new PLC structure 

To proceed with the planning, the amount of remote units needed to be decided on. 

Moreover, a way of getting a better order in the cabinets needed to be figured out. In 

the control system of SCE Mono, the remote unit (BAP042) and the measure PLC 

(BAP044) were placed near the engine, while the main control PLC (BAP041) was 

placed in the compressor room separated from the test cell. Since most of the I/O 

amount is on and close to the engine, BAP042 and BAP044 were overcrowded with 

cables and components while BAP041 was the only PLC cabinet properly sized for the 

I/O amount connected. An example of the overcrowding can be seen in Figure 16, 

where the main reason for the overcrowding was that the control system had 

expanded gradually, which the original layout wasn’t built for. 

 

  

Figure 16. PLC control cabinet in the SCE Mono engine control system. 

 

In Figure 16 it can be noticed that the covers on the cable routes couldn’t be fitted in 

the cabinet anymore, and cables had been placed on top of each other. This makes it 

difficult to remove old cables, add new ones and to locate one particular cable in the 

mess. The side of the cabinet has also been used for fuses and cable routes, which has 

proven to contribute to the disturbance.  
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4.5.1 Signal amount and remote units 

Contrary to the control system of SCE Mono it was decided that the placement of the 

main PLC should be close to the engine, since the largest I/O amount had been located 

there. This placement will facilitate the rebuilding and expanding possibilities of the 

control system and keep the total cable costs down. To be able to determine the size 

of the main PLC cabinet, the prior estimation of I/O amount was analysed once more, 

when new knowledge of the upcoming control system had been known. As a result it 

could be noted that the definitive smallest amount of I/Os were 63 DI, 81 DO, 36 AO 

and 194 AI. In addition to these I/Os the expansion possibilities needed to be taken 

into account and signals could also be added to the system before finalization. Some 

of the I/O amount could also be placed in remote units, which would reduce the 

amount of cables to the main PLC cabinet. One remote unit could be located in the 

charge air room, where the main unit had been located in the SCE Mono control 

system. Placing a remote unit in the charge air room would even be profitable, since 

cables can be saved. The calculated gain in cable costs with the use of a remote unit is 

approximately 2600 € and an extra full sized cabinet will cost about 1500 €. 

              
 

 
                   

(50 cables, 25 m distance, 2.34 €/m tefzel costs and 281.40 € in connection 

cable to the remote unit) 

Another big benefit by using a remote unit in the charge air room is the future aspects 

of another upcoming big SCE.  If a big SCE is installed in the future, the charge air 

system will be designed to be rebuildable and become a common system for the two 

new single cylinder engines. In that case the remote unit will be equipped with its 

own CPU and become a separated common PLC system, which will handle the charge 

air system for the two different engines. Therefore the first two card spaces will be 

left unconnected for a possible CPU. 
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4.5.2 Reduction of cable consumption 

A possible solution for the overcrowding in the test cell and the large cable 

consumption could be to use bigger cable cabinets, where all the PLC parts could be 

better scattered. This would allow the cable entrances to be scattered over a larger 

area and thereby create a better order. However this wouldn’t reduce the total cable 

amount in the test cell, and a large cabinet requires more space. Another alternative 

could be to use several remote units strategically situated around the engine test cell, 

which would divide the signals in different cabinets and enable shorter cable 

distances. On the other hand this solution would require even more space than using 

one big cabinet. The total price would increase because of the increased number of 

cabinets and, if using a remote unit a large amount of the signals needs to be 

connected to it to make a remote unit profitable. The third alternative would be to 

combine the signals into connection boxes (CBs) before connecting the signals to the 

main PLC cabinet. This would reduce the amount of cables in the PLC cabinet but also 

reduce the total consumption of cables in the test cell. The disadvantage of this 

solution would be that more connection points are used, which would lead to another 

possible fault source in the control system.  

 

4.5.3 Overcrowding in the cabinets 

From experiences with the SCE Mono PLC system it could be noted that to use only 

two PLC cabinets in the test cell wasn’t effective enough, since they had become 

overcrowded. To fit any more cabinets into the test cell would also be hard, but could 

be done if really necessary.  

If remote units are used, it would be good if an entire back panel could be used and 

not just some channels in an I/O card. As an example there were around 80 available 

channels in one back panel in the SCE Mono control system. Since remote units also 

occupy much more space than a CB, remote units can’t be used to the same extent as 

CBs. Connection boxes on the other hand had only been used in ATEX areas and in 

some other special cases in the SCE Mono control system. These CBs could therefore 

be used in a wider area in the new test cell, which would help reducing the total cable 

consumption.  In a cost related way CBs will quickly be saved in avoided cable costs. 
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To estimate when a CB becomes profitable a quick calculation was done, where the 

prices used were; 300 € for a CB, 2.34 €/m for tefzel 2x0.75, 5.92 €/m for jamak 

24x2x0.5 and 3.15 €/m for jamak 12x2x0.5. The estimated distances can be seen 

below: 

With 12 – pair trunk cable:   
      

        
 

 
       

 

 

         

(last pair used for power)  

 

With 24 – pair trunk cable:   
     

        
 

 
      

 

 

        

(last pair used for power)  

 

The calculations show that the distances do not need to be that long before a CB 

becomes profitable to use, and that a CB can be placed where the I/O amount isn’t big 

enough for a remote unit to be located. As converters will also be used in the control 

system, they could be placed in connection boxes instead of in the main cabinet. This 

would eliminate the extra connection points, which would otherwise occur when row 

clamps are used. This would also contribute to reducing possible fault sources. 

Placing the converters close to the sensors gives a 4-20 mA signal in a longer part of 

the transmission, which is better regarding disturbances. The placement of the 

converters would also contribute to making CBs become more profitable, since space 

will be saved in the main PLC cabinet.  

 

4.5.4 Signals to locate in connection boxes 

To figure out which signals to place in the CBs and whether it would be enough to 

place only the converters in CBs, the signals of the upcoming control system needed 

to be counted even more carefully. This was done by comparing the PI schematics 

that existed for the small SCE, a reduced I/O list devised from the I/O list of SCE 

Mono, and the PI schematics of the SCE Mono. As a result 291 signals were estimated 

to be used in the new main PLC cabinet. By counting the signals using PT-100 and 

thermocouples as sensors, 98 converters were estimated to be necessary. Of these 98 

converters 68 would be located in the test cell and the other 30 in the charge air 
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room. This means that 68 cables could be saved in the main PLC cabinet and 223 

signals would be left in the main PLC cabinet. To reduce this number even more, all 

the signals using pressure sensors could also be placed in the CBs. Placing the PT 

signals in CBs would have a disadvantage, because row clamps need to be used. 

However, the advantages would be even bigger, since another 49 cables (if the extra 

trunk cables aren’t counted) could be saved in the main cabinet and a total of 117 

signals could be connected through connection boxes, instead of directly to the main 

PLC cabinet.  

To get a better picture of where these signals were going to be located and where to 

place the CBs, a draft was made that can be seen in Figure 17.  In this draft the 

placement of the CBs is also enclosed. As there are many signals at the same spots, the 

thought when positioning the CBs was to use a trunk cable with 24 pairs, which 

would enable up to 23 signals connected to one CB. As can be seen in the draft, almost 

all of the CBs will also have some extra pairs unused, which enables expansion 

possibilities. 
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Figure 17. Draft over where the signals are going to be located 

 

In Figure 17 it can also be noted that the main PLC cabinet is deployed. The main 

cabinet was placed in the middle platform, because this would shorten the cable 

distances. As the south part of the test cell was already occupied, the main PLC 

cabinet will be located in the north part of the test cell. The size of the main cabinet 

wasn’t yet decided on, which had to be done in order to determine if it will fit at this 

location.  
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4.5.5 The size and amount of the PLC cabinets 

If no remote units (except the one in the charge air room) are going to be used in the 

test cell and the temperature and pressure sensors are connected through CBs, about 

200 cables will be connected to the main PLC cabinet. This would correspond to the 

cable amount connected to the remote unit (BAP042) in the SCE Mono control system 

(Figure 16). As previously noted this cable amount was too large compared to the size 

of the cable cabinet. This means that if the entire cable amount is connected to one 

cabinet in the new test cell, the main cabinet will have to be wider than 1.2 m (width 

of BAP042). To estimate the width of the new main cabinet, the cable amount was 

compared to the width of the main cabinet (BAP041) in the SCE Mono installation, 

since this cabinet was the only cabinet properly sized for the cable amount connected 

there. This cabinet also had a width of 1.2 m, but the cable amount in it was 113 

cables, which means that the width of the new main cabinet should be: 

 
     

   
           

Exploring the market for cabinets shows that the widest cabinet available has a width 

of 1.6 m. However, using several small cabinets and join them together into one large 

cabinet is also possible. E.g. three 0.8 m wide cabinets could be assembled together 

into one cabinet with a width of 2.4 m, which would serve our case and also leave 

some space for expansion possibilities.   

Another option would be to divide these three cabinets into the different floors of the 

platform and use one of them as main cabinet and the others as remote units. 

However, placing a remote unit at the bottom floor isn’t a good option if cable routes 

are taken into account. The cable routes will be located in the ceiling of each floor and 

the cable entrances of the cabinet are located at the bottom of it, which means that 

the cable distances are shorter if signals are connected to a cabinet on top of the 

corresponding floor. The alternative would therefore be to use one main cabinet and 

one remote unit.  To get the signals best divided into these two cabinets, one should 

be located in the northern part of the test cell and the other in the southern part of 

the test cell. This option would contribute to reducing the cable consumption and 

divide the signals in the test cell into two parts. However, the total order in the test 

cell would be affected, as there would be different cable markings for the two 

cabinets, more drawings, fuses in two different cabinets, etc. To determine which 
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signals to connect to which cabinet would be hard. The use of a remote unit in the test 

cell would also question the point of using CBs, since the main ideas of both CBs and 

remote units are similar. The southern part of the test cell was also planned to be 

occupied by auxiliary systems, which means that a remote unit would be hard to fit in 

there. Therefore it was decided to join all the three cabinets into one. 

 

4.5.6 Summary of the PLC structure 

As a result the plan was to place the main cabinet on the second floor of the test 

platform, to scatter CBs around the test cell and to use one remote unit in the charge 

air room. The control system can then be expanded by using CBs, since it is easy to 

connect another CB to the control system. This is done by using a singular trunk 

cable. The total amount of CBs when designing the control system would be seven 

CBs in the test cell, but also two CBs in the charge air room since eight pressure 

signals and 30 temperature signals will be located there. It was also decided that the 

CBs should use the cable type jamak 24x2x0.5 as trunk cable, where the last pair 

works as current feed to the CBs.  
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4.6 Cable routes 

A plan of where the cable routes should be located could now be made, after the 

placement of the auxiliary systems, the cabinets and the connection boxes were 

settled. When deciding where to place the cable routes, all of the different engine 

control cabinets had to be considered, i.e. the PLC cabinets, CBs, the engine control 

cabinet, the BEY cabinet (where Morphee 2, Osiris and network equipment will be 

located) and the BJA panel (cabinet for LV equipments). The cable ladders will either 

have a width of 30 cm or a width of 50 cm, depending on the signal amount. To know 

where to place them a draft was made. The draft illustrates where the cable routes 

should be located and can be seen in Figure 18. As can be seen the ladders between 

the floors are left out. These ladders will be located in the corner of the test cell and 

on each side of the main PLC cabinet, and will have a width of 50 cm. In addition to 

these, smaller 30 cm ladders can be located between the floors, where the auxiliary 

equipment requires it.  

Another idea regarding the cable routes was to equip the cabinets with base plinths. 

This would result in a good order in the cable routes near the cabinets, since cables 

coming from above could be connected through the base plinths and to the bottom of 

the cabinet. Cables could then also be connected at the same floor as the cabinet, 

instead of having cable routes going from one floor to the floor beneath. This will also 

lead to shorter cable distances. 
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Figure 18. Draft of the positioning of cable routes. 
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4.7 Cabinet layout 

When all essential parts of the control system were determined, the designing of the 

cabinets could begin. The different PLC cabinets were to be as follows: one main PLC 

cabinet in the test cell, one remote unit in the charge air room (AUX room 2), and nine 

CBs scattered around in the engine control system. These will all have a name 

beginning with BAP (Bed Automation PLC), as in the SCE Mono control system, and 

because the test cell was decided to be named test cell 7, the name of the cabinets 

became to be BAP071 for the main PLC cabinet and BAP072 for the remote unit. The 

connection boxes will be named after the PLC cabinet they are connected to, with a 

continuous running number depending on the number of CB, e.g. BAP071_CB1. 

 

4.7.1 The main PLC cabinet BAP071 

The width of the main cabinet was going to be 2.4 m and to save space on the 

platform, the depth was decided to be 0.5 m (instead of 0.6 m normally used in the 

engine laboratory). The height of the cabinet could be chosen as preferred and was 

therefore decided to be 2 m. The cabinet also needs to have a good IP class to protect 

the PLC parts from dirt and dust. To get a good IP class, the cable entrances will also 

be located in the bottom of the cabinet. This means that a socket needs to be used to 

enable cable entrances at the same floor as the cabinet. A socket with a height of       

20 cm was therefore chosen, which enables cable ladders to be connected to each side 

of the cabinet. This means that the cable routes to and from the main cabinet would 

be divided into three different routes, one from each side of the cabinet and one from 

the bottom of the cabinet through the platform. After all the major decisions were 

made, a layout picture of the main PLC cabinet could be drawn, which can be seen in 

Figure 19.  

. 
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Figure 19. The layout picture of the main PLC cabinet BAP071. 

 

As can be seen in the layout drawing (Figure 19), the three 80 cm wide cabinets are 

drawn as one full 2.4 m wide cabinet. The idea is therefore to join all cabinets 

together into one large cabinet, and by using cable trunks cover the gaps between the 

back panels. In the drawing the PLC back panels have been placed at the sides of the 

cabinet, which will free space on the back panel of the cabinet and leave more space 

for other equipment. Since telefast units will also be used (these are different kinds of 

connection terminals for the I/O boards), the PLC back panels can easily be located at 

the sides of the cabinet. This means that all connections to and from the PLC are done 

into the telefast units and when new signals are connected to the PLC system, no 

connections to the back panels have to be done. The telefast units are located at the 

back panel of the cabinets, which allows an easy access to them and facilitates 

connections of new signals to the PLC system. In addition to the PLC parts, some 

fuses, terminals, power supplies and switches will also be located in this cabinet. 

These parts are planned to be located in the middle part of the cabinet, where some 

space has been left for expansion possibilities. In the bottom of the cabinet, cable 
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clamp rails are placed and also earth bars for the grounding of equipment and cable 

shields.  

 

4.7.2 The cabinet of the remote unit BAP072  

A layout picture of the cabinet to the remote unit was also made. This layout can be 

seen below in Figure 20. The layout is quite similar to the layout of the main PLC 

cabinet. The size of this cabinet is 800x2000x500 mm (width, height, and depth) and 

this cabinet will also use a base plinth of 20 cm height.  

 

 

Figure 20. The layout picture of the remote unit cabinet BAP072. 

 

Two PLC back panels are drawn in the cabinet, even though just one will be located 

there. The other one is drawn for the possibility of making this remote PLC to a 

common charge air PLC, in case another single cylinder engine will be installed in the 

future. This means that another back panel is also required to handle the amount of 

I/Os. In the upper part of the cabinet a power source, terminal plinths, fuses and a 
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switch are planned to be located and below these the telefast units will be located. In 

other respects the cabinet is similar to the main PLC cabinet. 

 

4.7.3 The connection boxes 

The connection boxes were planned to have a size of 300x400x120 mm (width, 

height, and depth). This is deep enough for fitting the signal converters needed for 

PT-100 and thermocouples, and big enough for fitting up to 30 converters into one 

box. This means that a trunk cable with 24 pairs can be used and 23 signals can be 

merged into one cable. A layout picture was also drawn of a CB, which can be seen in       

Figure 21. 

 

 

Figure 21. One of the CBs. 
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4.7.4 Other engine control systems 

At the same time as drawing the layout pictures for the PLC cabinets, a layout picture 

of the engine control cabinet (SCX071) was drawn. In this cabinet the Unic system, 

the dSPACE system and the power supplies will be located. This cabinet will be 

located next to the main PLC cabinet and have a size of 800x2000x500 mm (width, 

height, and depth), which is as large as one of the PLC cabinets. The layout picture can 

be seen below in Figure 22 and is quite similar to the PLC layouts. 

 

 

Figure 22. The Engine Control cabinet SCX071. 

 

Except for this engine control cabinet, a network cabinet (BEY071) will also belong to 

the engine control system. In this cabinet the Morphee 2 computer and a fast 

measurement system (similar to the Osiris system) will be located. This cabinet was 

decided to be located in the Emission measurement room next to the test cell. 
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4.7.5 Order of the cabinets 

The cabinets described in the previous chapters will be built in the Wärtsilä engine 

laboratory. To be able to start the building process, parts needed to be ordered. The 

only manufacturer that was considered at this stage was Rittal, since Wärtsilä has 

good agreements with Rittal and the previously used Rittal cabinets have worked to 

great satisfaction. Rittal has one disadvantage and that is the comprehensive 

procedure for the buyer, when making an order. All the different parts have to be 

checked so that they fit together. Rittal has many kinds of cabinets, accessories and 

cabinet entrails. This process was therefore done and the result was an order list, 

which can be seen in appendix 5. In the order, parts for all the automation cabinets 

(BAP071, BAP072, CBs, SCX071 and BEY071) are included. The parts for the BEY071 

are a little different than those for the other cabinets, since BEY071 will have sides 

that can be opened and 19 ’’ rack entrails for mounting of the different components 

inside the cabinet.  
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5 Results 

As a result of this evaluation a functional plan of the PLC architecture to the new test 

cell was made. This plan was achieved by evaluating the existing engine control 

system of SCE Mono and based on the evaluation, some concrete improvement 

proposals were made. The plan concentrates on the PLC part of the engine control 

system, but a few plans have been made of the other systems as well, e.g. a layout 

picture of the engine control cabinet.  

To get a functional plan several small investigations were made. One of these was to 

investigate which PLC family to use in the new test cell. To determine the PLC family, 

the amount of I/O signals that will be located in the new test cell was estimated.  A 

comparison between the Modicon PLC families and a cost calculation were also made. 

A more accurate estimation of the I/O amount was done after some of the PI 

schematics had arrived. Based on the new estimation a draft of where the I/O amount 

will be placed in the new test cell was done. This allowed the planning of the new PLC 

system to proceed and the amount and location of the PLCs cabinets could be decided 

on. It was decided that the main PLC cabinet would be located near the engine, 

because the largest I/O amount would be on and around the engine. A draft of where 

the cable routes were going to be located was made. This draft was based on the 

previous draft of the signal amount.  

A comparison of the I/O amount between the upcoming test cell and the I/O amount 

in the SCE Mono test cell was done. The comparison allowed the size of the upcoming 

PLC cabinets to be decided on. Layout drawings of the different PLC cabinets were 

done and parts for the cabinets were ordered. 

The thesis has mainly concentrated on decreasing the cable consumption and making 

a better order in the upcoming PLC cabinets. The improvement proposals will 

therefore save the cable consumption, e.g. the extended use of CBs is of such kind. 

Some other proposals were made which will improve the cable routes, the cabinet 

layouts, the PLC program and the total control system layout. The improvements will 

result in better expansion possibilities, service abilities and troubleshooting, and keep 

the total component costs down. Concrete results that can be seen with this thesis are 

layout drawings of several cabinets as well as the PLC comparison, the network 
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layouts, a draft of the location of the I/O amount, a draft of the cable routes and an 

order of parts for the different cabinets.  
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6 Conclusion 

The thesis work has been demanding to some degree, since the project has changed 

during the time of working. The work has mainly been about getting an 

understanding of the existing engine control system, about searching for information 

of all the parts in the control system and about figuring out how to implement a 

similar system into the new small SCE. If time had allowed it, also the differences 

between the Modicon Premium and the Modicon Quantum software could have been 

tested. This would have given a better understanding of the changes that have to be 

made before a program can be transferred from a Premium PLC to a Quantum PLC. 

However, since the project had to proceed and drawings had to be made, there wasn’t 

enough time for that kind of research. 

In total the goals of the thesis work were reached and as it looks at the moment, the 

planned layout will be used in the new test cell. This thesis has also contributed to the 

planning of the new engine control system for the small SCE, since some 

investigations had to be made before the project could proceed. The extended use of 

CBs also seem to be to a great advantage, since the project struggles with delays at the 

moment and parts of the engine system can therefore be built in advance. E.g. the 

lubrication oil module can be built outside the test cell, with all its transmitters and 

even valves can be connected to a connection box. This will lead to a shorter time 

range of the installation, when only a trunk cable needs to be equipped after the 

module is moved into the engine test cell, and the project can still be finalized in time. 

The thesis has also contributed to giving me a better understanding of control 

systems for Wärtsilä engines, which is needed to proceed with the designing of the 

electrical drawings for the small SCE and the knowledge will also be needed in other 

future work tasks for the SCE. 
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